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Untitled

Untitled
Aspire with ones desire
Folded upon ecstasy to cover
The saddening wounds and mourns of a new life
We open the doors which elevate our minds to a new level
We are high predators, arise and strike the first one they see
No mercy, the predator sheds a tear for the prey
It’s caught because it has no fear, it sheds a tear
I will be reborn, reincarnated
The white light is blinding
Everyone believes this to be good
As they enter they see murder and rain
Andrew Fleming
Grade 9

We’re standing on a barge
To you, a plateau
The ocean below
Predictably unsteady,
No soft landing in something so large
I’m too ready to fall
Of my own free will
Ready to feel the thrill
Some of you was ready,
But not all
I should have known
Should have taken it slow
But it was just so hard
I’ve never fallen this hard,
Y’know?
Last time you were pushed
This time rushed
Then by an insecure fist
Now by a hand outstretched
Into the water below
Know that it was never for show
My eagerness,
My overly-cautious fearlessness
To me, this was a lazy river to splash, jump or wade into
But it was a cliff-dive into a riptide for you
(I think. Feel free to tell me if that’s not true.)
What I’m saying is this:
I don’t know how it feels
To drown where you once floated in bliss.
I have known the feeling
Of treading and dreading
Until the weather turns cold and your fingertips prune
But it was you that sent me reeling
Leaving the water so soon
Now I’m damp and I’m cold
I can’t seem to get dry
I feel naked and exposed
But I also feel alive
Even the warmest breezes chill my skin
And all I want is to dive back in
This is the first time that I really truly know what I want
And what I want is you, it just so happens
So here’s my proposition:
If your feet desire to be wet
If you get curious
If you want to dip
A finger or a toe
I promise
Not to be the undertow
Or if you just want to stand near the edge
Look for me in the sand
We can wait there together
Hand in hand
And watch the tide roll in
But I’ll wave at you from the shore
And until then
I’m ready when you are
To try this again

Adan Nasarat
Grade 11

Stars
Support Every Marriage

They come out at night
To light the darkness
And to give hope
To those that are dark inside

If everyone has the right to make choices
Then who are you to say no?
Let them live the life that they want
Let them have the chance to make decisions
Let them marry each other
It doesn’t matter whether it’s gay or straight
At the edge, the river and the ocean meet together
Even though the storm doesn’t fail to come
Why can’t you just accept it
And try to make life much better?

I go outside
In the dark
When I feel alone
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But
When I look up in the sky
I feel connected to others
Because the stars
Makes us stronger

Religion and society don’t fail to interrupt
But how can they forget?
Everyone has the right to make choices.
Thabassum Shabnam
Grade 11

They give me
The hope
To move on
Thalia Huaman
Grade 11
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Roses are red violets are blue, I made a poem just for you
There she is the girl of my dreams
The one who I’ve been wanting to ask out by any means
I’ll write poems for her everyday, just to make her smile and blush and make
her day
Whenever she’s mad, whenever she’s sad, whenever she’s happy, whenever
she’s glad
Just seeing her beautiful face can always make me lose my words
Her amazing smile makes my butterflies go wild
Roses are red violets are blue, I made a poem just for you.
Whenever you walk with me or talk to me it makes me smile with glee
Because honestly I just want you to go out with me.
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The noose is just laying there
He's just staring at it
He plays some intense music, so loud that he can barely think
He knows that this ending will be tragic
Ending his life in an unorthodox fashion
He's ambivalent in this predicament
Knowing that he shouldn't do it
And as he prepares to hang himself on the noose
He then remembers the book
The one he barely used
He realizes that he took the wrong path
Now he has to find his way back
He let out a loud cry and looked back at the long road behind him
The boy couldn't believe how many miles he walked to get here
He knew he had to go back and find the book
He ran as fast as he could
He kept running and running
Didn't stop until he found the book
He passed by all the things that put him on the wrong path
But he didn't lose focus, he kept running back
It wasn't until that moment where he realized how deep he was
So he knew that getting back to where he started was a must
That's when he finally found it
The book
The word
The sacred writings of the past
The guide for his future
All the knowledge he ever wanted
All in one book
It just sat there
Dusty
The same place where he left it
Beside his bed
Hadn't been touched in months
And now he slowly begins to feel the Spirit again
He picked it up and read it
He read every single story
He refused to put it back down
He retained the wisdom that he once had
He received a new beginning
A new chapter to his life
And now he thanks God everyday
That he didn't continue on the path that he once had
ahead
Living life as if he was already dead

Cover - Angelina Torres
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The Book or the Noose
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Two items were beside the boy's bed
A book and a noose
One could give life and the other could end it
It's been months since the boy read it
The book
The word
The sacred writings of the past
The guide for his future
All the knowledge he ever wanted
All in one book
It just sat there
Dusty
In his room, it had an odd presence
It hadn't been touched since September 2nd
He was depressed and needed some answers, yet he still refused to read it
He's been distracted
Lost focus on his true goals
And since that day, he began to lose connection with his soul
Because ever since that day, he had something new
The noose
He looked at the noose everyday
Paid it too much attention
Contemplating what's best for him
He didn't know what to do
He didn't seek any help, so he just tried to play it cool
But on the inside it felt like walking through broken glass with no shoes
Everyday just trying to get by, but he didn't have a clue
That he was becoming numb to everything in life
Had a "everything is alright" view
He ignored it, thought he was just going through a phase
But this phase lasted more than just a couple days
Who is gonna tell this boy that he has to start reading the book again
It's been about six months and nobody has said anything yet
Poor child never knew how to manage time
Thought he had better things to do, so to him it was all fine
Couldn't even spend five minutes reading the book
Spent more time worrying about how to hang himself on the
noose
He assumed that this is what the stresses of life produced
Death
Self-Inflicted
All these thoughts, he became addicted to it
His soul is miles away from him
Been awhile since he felt the Spirit
He knew things were only getting worse
Now he wants to know how it feels to be 6 feet under the dirt
The days go by and he feels like there is no hope
He really has no choice at this point
He's facing a dead end
The end of the road
His heart is rushing

My Childhood
Since my childhood I’ve considered myself to be a target
Life has always laughed at me and my misery
Bad luck has always stood behind me
A cloud has always been over my head
and lighting has always found its way to strike me down
Everytime I try to get back up
My memories are like a broken record
That just play over and over again
The first thing that comes to mind is Yonkers,
It’s hard to forget living in an apartment
Witnessing people stealing from one another,
It was a place where people were shot and killed
On the streets I walked on
It was hard to forget a place like that.
For one of my birthdays, my parents surprised me
With a new house in a village named Elmsford
It was a shocking moment and a feeling hard to explain
All I know is that I finally felt safe and protected
It was a great feeling
Until my first day of school
It was raining that morning,
I had my new clothes on that day,
As I waited for the school bus to come
A car flew by and
SPLASH!
I was soaking wet as the tiny drops of water
Fell off my clothes and onto the ground
DRIP! DRIP!
I could not stop crying
My special day suddenly became the day
I wanted to forget.
When I was in Grady, I felt like the laughing stock,
The dumb girl who was always getting hurt,
When I was playing in the playground,
A kickball smacked me in the face and I fell to the ground
Out of all the kids there,
I ended up getting a black eye
The only one
The Target.
I’ve experienced many great things in my life like
Getting a chihuahua on Halloween,
Getting an iphone for Christmas,
Having the love and support from my family
But I feel like my bad days have dominated the great ones,
They’ve brainwashed me and in my mind
I’ve experienced things that a child shouldn’t have to experience.
My childhood has shaped me into who I am now,
I have flaws just like everyone else,
I’m only human,
But I’m still trying to learn how to deal with this bad luck that seems to never end,
I’m still trying to keep a smile on my face everyday
instead of keeping a cloud over my head, and
I’m still trying to get up and stand strong everytime life brings me down.

Stephanie Gomez
Grade 9

1

What is Childhood
What is childhood
But a series of memories
Woven together sequentially
With the string of people
Who made you

What is childhood
But the memories
Of dad bringing home
The most adorable ball of fur
The memory
Of standing on the couch
Screaming for dear life
Because he was a year-old yorkie
And you were only four
What is childhood
But the memory
Of the magic
Of actually experiencing it
Even though
There's no such thing as magic,
But when you're that young
And that ignorant
Even Disney is magical
What is childhood
But the scrapes
And bruises
You receive as a result
Of the freedom
That comes with
Learning how to ride a bike
What is childhood
But memories
Of eating cake
On your birthday
Every year
With the same person
In the same place
Eating the same cake
But every year it all feels different
It's sweeter
You grow
To appreciate the moments
What is childhood
But the same moments
That repeat themselves
Over and over
But the feelings never stay the same
The moments always
Feel different
Because you’re growing up
And you're thankful
For the moments
And the memories
And your childhood

2

Jada Tom
Grade 9

My Heritage
I am from a small village
Not too small, not too big
I’m from an interesting family
I am from the good and bad places
That have evolved from my family habits
I’m from a family that works
And cooks
I’m from Pray before you eat
and, “Be thankful for this day of life”
I am from following directions
My family gives me to guide me

Poetry
Poetry are words you can use to impress someone
Poetry is when you are in love you start writing about love and other words
Poetry is about sadness, love, hate, deception
Poetry is important because when you read it you feel like they wrote for you
Poetry helps when you feel down or your heart breaks.
Poetry means that no one can judge you.
Poetry is those kind of words that make you feel happy about yourself
Leidy Peralta
Grade 11

I’m from everlasting accomplishments
My uncle is in the airforce
My mom is a Medical Coding Specialist
I’m from a family of success
That wishes us to succeed
I’m from living in Elmsford
But wanting to escape for the better
I’m from adventure and travel
Italy & Bahamas
I’m from curiosity,
wondering, where to next
I am me, myself, and I,
Letting the wind guide me
wondering where to go in life
Dezere Watkins
Grade 11

Loss
Empty inside
Pain
A hundred ways to feel
The truth revealed
Dark and somber
Everything to fear
Closely in my ear
Without a tear
Feeling broken
Without a doubt
Hoping to find a new route
Friends and family
Making me feel happy
Not knowing what to do
Feeling lost
Until you are found
Gabriel Cabral
Grade 7
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Untitled
I'm stuck in a maze with no end
It will never be reality but only pretend
I don't know why this message in my head won't send
But it's just so hard to comprehend...
I want you like a flower in the rain
I want someone there whenever my heart senses pain
I always have those nights where I get confused
But in the end I still sleep then dream of you
You’re not even mine so I can't get mad
But I have to hide emotion like I'm wearing a mask
But to pretend I don't care is to much to ask
They say if you want something fight for it
But he's the "best player" so I just might forfeit
They say "he's no good"
But I'll be lying if I say I'm not and I know I should
I'm willing if only you would
Much more than we are now
I can't compare myself so I already know how
The beauty he's used to is not the beauty in me
I hope it's more than beauty that he sees
Like personality, well his personality is what got me
I try to move on but you have this hold on me
Time has wasted....sooner or later you'll be gone
Growing, living your life and moving on
I measure things by the time on my hands
Even though I will never initially be a part of your plan
I wonder when you paint the picture do you see me in it
I want that spot but I don't want to feel like I have to win it
Your eyes are the keys to my mind
When you look at me I lose all track of time
I hope and pray there will come a day were you change your perspective
You'll see in me what you didn't see before and maybe this could be affective.
We connect on a different level
I understand you spiritually
You’re all in my head but I want you physically
I don't know why I have this feeling you're just my definition of perfection
I'm afraid to tell you the truth because everyone's afraid of rejection
Jaylaniece Colbert
Grade 11

Red Love Happiness
Red feels that I love him
He makes me feel happy
He loves me, I love him
He is the only person that makes me feel
Red
He makes me happy
He makes me feel special and loved
He is the only person that really loves me
He loves me
He is happy
I love him
Leslie Pizarro
Grade 9

Him
Through all that's happened
Going from friends to something more
It's a different feeling than it was before
The way you smile
Brings me complete bliss
I never expected all of this
Your happiness is what I look forward to
And I know it is the same for you
When our eyes make contact
I know this is real
I feel like I'm living in my own fairytale
It's been awhile since I felt like this
These are times I will reminisce
I couldn't ask for anything more
You'll always be someone that I adore
Iyanna Kennedy
Grade 11
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3

Where Do I Come From
I come from an altered family
A dependable family
The family for me
I come from a humble household
Where no object defines me
I grew up differently than your average child
No one is like me
And I don’t even mind
I am from a land far away
Where there’s a clear blue sky
Extremely hot weather
Gorgeous beaches
I am from a country of hard work
Where its appreciation conquers the land
I am from the Lord, the overseer of the world
He is the one
Who knows my whole story
To me that’s perfection
I am from this unknown world
It only exists in my imagination
I am the only one allowed in it
I am from my loving mother and father
Which is such an honor
To even have parents like them
I am from happiness and grief
That creates my vast amount of emotions
I am not just human with these type of theories
But
I am a soul
That will live on for many years
Until
Our father upstairs decides to
Take me from this world
To his
Kingdom
Emily Santos
Grade 11

4

Temptation
The way she makes me feel
Everytime she moves
My heart throbs
My heart desires, but my mind says
why
Poison is bitter but
She looks so sweet
The way she makes me feel
Anywhere she is
I want to be
The way she makes me feel
I want her but
I can’t have her
Oh is all I can say
When I see her face

Caribbean Life
In the Caribbean
Everyone thinks life
Is just a vacation
Maybe it’s because
They’ve never been (almost) chased by a cow
And maybe their younger cousin never
Stole their shoes while they were bike riding
And you have to walk barefoot
Only to get a splinter in your foot
And maybe their goats didn’t escape their
Cage so everyone had to run home
And getting disciplined in school is not abuse
But tough love
Because not everything is just
Palm trees and beaches
The memories are even warmer
Than the burning hot sun
Lynassa Lugay
Grade 9

Never will I stop these feelings
Never will have her
Never will these feeling die
Unless I…
Rayvaugh Bolar
Grade 10

High School
I'll be surprised if you make it through
With all the homework, gossip, and stress on top of you
It's a struggle but that's just a part of life
I'm just happy I'm passing and not taking any classes twice
I know it's hard to go through it all
Stay strong because many will kill to see you fall
With all the boys, the rumors and many more
You try to get up, but end up back on the floor
Parents think it's all just tests and writing
They don't know the answer when they see you are not smiling
This sounds pretty sad, harsh and sometimes cruel
But just know that it all starts with the words "welcome to high school"
Jaylaniece Colbert
Grade 11

13

My Happy Childhood
If you asked me about my childhood
I would tell you it was a happy one.
I would tell you about the nights I would chase fireflies outside with my sister
Loving how they glowed inside my small hands
I would tell you about the 3-foot sandcastles I built by myself at the beach
And what kind of sea shells I'd decorated them with
I would tell you about school award ceremonies
And my father's pride-filled smile as I posed on stage with my certificate
I would tell you about family barbecues in the summer
With the best burgers and countless games of tag with my cousins.
But that would only be half of the truth because there's so much I wouldn't tell you
I wouldn't tell you that my sister brought me outside all those nights
So that I wouldn't hear my parents fighting inside
I wouldn't tell you that I am always worrying
Because I fear the day my father will look at me with disappointment instead of pride
I wouldn't tell you that I built sand castles instead of swimming
Because my mother saw her brother drown in a river when she was 5
I wouldn't tell you that those barbecues always ended in fights
Because our family couldn't be together long enough without finding something to disagree on

Love and Life
Green
Green is nature
Green trees
Green bushes
Green grass
I feel happy when I see green
It makes me think of treasure
I see green everyday, everywhere
I like green
Darwin Viznay
Grade 9

12

Love is so sweet, why does it hurt
It is not easy to find your true love
It is always easy to find someone
Who won’t to play with your feelings
The sources of love are
Respect, feelings, patience
Help each other and believe

If you asked me about my childhood
I would only tell you the good things
Because everyone hates a story with an unhappy ending.
Emily Baca
Grade 9

The way you think and dream
Is not the way you feel and live life
Live your life with rules and feelings
No one will judge you
Dreams always come true
When will they come true
How long should I wait
Should I go get them myself
Or will love come with life
Lentha Charles
Grade 11

5

Pick Me, Pick Me

Stop it (Continued)

The cheers, the shouts
They all call out
It’s a time for play
It’s a time for fun
It’s time for a foot race
Which I have never won
“Pick me, Pick me”
Yelled the one with the longest legs
A finger quickly pointed to cease her begs
“Pick me, Pick me”
Said the one with the fastest feet
Another finger pointed fast before he could repeat
“Pick me, Pick me”
Screamed the one with the longest leap
A final finger pointed without another peep
“Pick me, Pick me”
I stated loud and proud
But my cries went unnoticed amongst the crowd.
“Hey! What about me? I wanna play?”
“Well you can’t,” the big one said. “You’ll just get in our way.”
“Your legs are too short”
“And your stride is not far”
“Trying to compete with us,”
“Who do you think you are?”
They laughed, I cried
I walked away and sighed
“Are you okay? Asked a sweet voice not far from behind"
I wanted to be alone, but her honey vocals I did not mind
She clasped my hand and wiped my tears
She washed away all my sudden fears
Reality, feigned by fantasies
She wished me well before she left
Mere infatuation with “what can be”
Leaving me cold with the feeling of death
Thought to have foresight, but utterly blind
I've never seen her before
Erroneous
thinking only to be revealed by time
And I wondered why
It's because 3 years ago
True sight attainable,
She wasn't comforted like me
An opportunity miraged nonexistent by our imaginations
She instead chose to die
Prevention of agony and failure possible
Oh
why
Do
we
let our minds make such fabrications
Alana Watt

Perception

Grade 12

6

Open thy eyes, let failure be clairvoyance
Prevent anguish, clear thy mind of wishful thinking
Reality is blunt, but clear, refreshing
So to can be your mind
Isaac Alexander
Grade 12

“He won't stop hitting me”
“Mommy please tell him to stop it
At that moment dying was the biggest fear
But you weren't here
Nobody was and it was dark
And in the dark there are monsters that bark
Beat him till the world was no longer bright
And the words of Spongebob and Patrick
Were no longer right
Beat him till his head fell out the sky
Like holes in a kite
Beat him till all the air was slashed from his bike
Beat him till he could only look at his mother with spite
Pause to the story.. Matter of fact fast forward
About 6 years the boy is 18
He all but forgot about what transpired
But still a metal taste in his mouth from almost having his jaw wired
But he lives a new with plenty of friends and a couple of girls
To him it was simple he had the whole world
But one night his mom had just got off the phone
And said your brother’s homeless and needs to come home
And now home is no longer home
What do you do
When home is no longer home
He had no one to talk to
The only girl who knew moved on
And seem like everyone else did too
Was the boy stuck in the past like a fool
No, no, what should he do?
Forgiving isn't within his power
Should he fight the dude?
Yeah, a 30 second fight would solve it
Or maybe the solvent would just dissolve and
Destroy the rest of his family
Once again he's stuck..
The feeling of hopelessness returns
Almost as if he's getting beat again
It burns..
Time heals all wounds but there's a nasty scar
He apologized after it happened but that was subpar
What should he do...
once again run away from his problems
"I'm chilling"
And when the hero walked in the door for the first time in years
He was a villain.
Matter of fact He was a victim
Persuaded and deceived by the system
Systematic syndrome
By the military he was adopted
Doppelganger sent back in his place
The oxygen they made him breathe was laced
The doctors diagnosed made it worse
Can never enjoy kids’ shows
Or the sounds of fireworks

Tyler Burns
Grade 12

11

Stop it

10

Flashback to an Ex Marine he was a war vet
He was a hero to all and yet
It was different when he was home
Memories were fast enough you don't need chrome
He was more than a hero he was an older bro
And his little bro was about 12 years old
He was more than a hero he was the super version
Only 5'4 he looked up to him easy
Never had asthma but his brother made him wheezy
Cough cough
"Stop it"
He can't breathe, He can't breathe
Trying to scream get off me
Each word was out of reach
Mom was out shopping
The phone was out of reach
His life he was robbing
Life support was out of reach
Lost his faith when he preached
So God was out of reach
The Bible was never read
And his son would forgive but apologies were never said
This hero to all would protect his country till he D.I.E.
But the real letters of concern were P.T.S.D
Finally he let go
"Stop it"
But this was to end slow
Every good memory turned to hate
With each blow
Every brotherly thing they did melted as if snow
Suppose if He was a hero
Matter of fact he was Moses
And I would bet my last quarter
He was the opposite
Turned blood into water
Let his blood run like water
A broken nose
A week long migraine
And never being able to see him the same
He felt hopeless he could no longer scream “stop it”
Oh no bloods leaking on mom’s good carpet
Only sounds of grunts and blows landing
A neighbor heard something funny and 911 was called
The boy was into football but that day he bawled
Bloody he couldn't walk and out the door he crawled
And the neighbors gawk and say there's goes the neighborhood
But there was never a neighborhood, watch
How the story unfolds with EMT’s in the parking lot
But this wasn't supposed to happen on mommy dearest’s watch
But while the boy was being knocked out
His mommy must of clocked out
Wait That's not fair she was just out to the store
Who could have known the hero was a psycho
But mommy was still held in contempt it was apparent
The only thought was where were you
To the parent
“Mommy please stop him”

I’ll be here
Come with me my darling
We’ll drive into the moonlight
We are going to drown our sorrows
Like the sun melting an ice cream cone in the hands of a child
We are going to stick with happiness
Be ready to fall in the river of deceit
It will fill your mind quicker than cement dries
You are afraid to die, to live, to explore
You are afraid of yourself, your mind, your power
I’m here to fulfill the wish you once had and wanted to come true
I’m here to give light to your mind again
Andrew Fleming
Grade 9

Motivation from the Underestimated
"Hard work beats talent when talent fails to work hard"
Recently, I have felt disrespected
As if my whole life, my potential has been underrated
They see me and overlook me
Assuming that I have nothing to offer
Which is why I approach everything with a chip on my shoulder
Proving people wrong isn't so hard
When you are the underdog
Work so hard that you perform so well
Perform so well that people can't help, but to acknowledge you
And all those who underestimated you
Will be looking like fools
Divine power doesn't need to use a big name to get the work done
Someone simple like me is limitless when you see where the power comes from
Every skill that I have, comes from above
So you will be in fear once you realize what I'm capable of
Shawn Thomas
Grade 12

7

Be-you-tiful

Princess
I don't know how it happened, how I started falling for you
But I know destiny put you on my path for a reason
And that Cupid’s bow hit me hard
Let Romeo and Juliet die of jealousy because our story will be eternal...

Hey....it’s you,
Your head is always down and looking at the floor
Is it because you’re so insecure?
Your smile can bring joy to everyone’s day
But you put makeup on to hide that away
You want to look good so you starve yourself
When you should just stop and be yourself
Your flaws are what make you amazing, you just don’t know
But you want to be someone you’re not and thats a no no
Your eyes shine like the stars and flare like the sun
But you’re walking around thinking that you’re a no one
Just look in the mirror and say you’re pretty
But instead you look at your butt because you think it’s itty bitty
You’re smart but don’t want people to call you a nerd
So you won’t even answer a question like, “Whats 2 to the 3rd?”
You say you’re ugly and no one likes you
But there are girls who want to be just like you

Princess
Princess you’re, the one who puts my world on its head
You who came and cured my sadness
Every minute I fall further in love with you

Reign

Why did you change yourself you were better before
Was it because that boy didn’t like you anymore
Well I think you should just be you....tiful.
Just be you....tiful.
Be you....tiful.
Lowell Pierrette
Grade 9

8

“What do you have?” my demon asked
“Nothing? “ he suggested, laughing
“No!” I replied
“I have wisdom. I can stand and say
I am who I am because of my past
Because of my tragedies, because of my sorrows
Because of my tears that once shattered my wrist
That once killed my pride.
I am smarter
I am kinder
I am considerate
I am me!
I will not be broken so easily
I will stand
I will fight and
I will make my mark
I will rise in your demise
and you will see me live while you fall
I will hold my name
I will hold my honor
I will build my empire
I will reign
Lynce Baltazar
Grade 12

Princess
How do I tell you that when you kiss me
You take my dreams to another planet
Every minute I fall further in love with you
I now believe in love since I met you
Just when I started to think that it wasn't for me
When my hopes were dying
When my strength diminished
You came
You are my girl
My princess
I promise that if you cry, I will cry with you
That if you need air, I swear I’ll give it to you
And if you feel the cold nights, I promise to serve you warmth
Today I write this from my heart
Well I don't know how to explain
That thing they call love and that it came to my life when I saw you
You came from my dreams. You made me feel what I haven't felt and now that you're here...
I wont let you go.
This poem was born from the bottom of my heart. For my princess with much love...
Josteen Gonzales
Grade 11

My Love
Roses are red violets are blue I love my girl, she loves me too
Everyday is a struggle without her
I miss her so much she misses me too
Everytime I look into her gorgeous eyes it’s like I see stars
And the world stops and there is a spotlight on us
She is my little angel and she will always be safe in my arms
Joshua George
Grade 9
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